Rory Gallagher was a world class guitarist from Ireland who died of liver problems in 1995 at the age of 47. In 1987, he recorded a song entitled ‘The Continental Op’, which was included on his Defender album. There’s also a song called ‘Kickback City’ on that album, and the lyrics are very much in the style of Raymond Chandler and other pulpsters who depicted the corruption and hopelessness of urban cities.

There are two artists named Rory Gallagher. Rory Gallagher 1948-1995 was a legendary Irish blues rock guitarist born in Ballyshannon County Donegal and raised in County Cork. He is regularly credited as one of the most influential Irish rock and blues musicians of all time. Rory Gallagher’s song ‘The Continental Op’ for Dashiell Hammett 1989 album meeting with the G Man version was partly about the similarities between Rory Gallagher and the Continental Op.

Rory Gallagher was a world class guitarist from Ireland who died of liver problems in 1995. At the age of 47, he recorded a song entitled ‘The Continental Op’, which was included on his Defender album. There’s also a song called ‘Kickback City’ on that album, and the lyrics are very much in the style of Raymond Chandler and other pulpsters who depicted the corruption and hopelessness of urban cities.

Lyrics to the song ‘The Continental Op’ by Rory Gallagher:

There’s a body in the bay, the cops are taking it away. They said this case was closed, it only shows you that you never know so who are they gonna get when the...
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